
Organise your own Rifugio Tournament ! 
 
WHAT TO DO? 
The title says it all.. organize your OWN tournament..  In other words: You decide how you 
wanna play. To help you get started three different formats are described below..  
 
 
EASY 
All you need is one Rifugio basic game: The New Edition (that’s the one including material 
for a fifth player and the Rivers&Rafts extension set) and of course 2, 3, 4 or 5 players.  
The first round you play the basic game, the second round the Rivers&Rafts extension set. 
The one winning both rounds, will win the tournament. If two players won a round, they 
play a final.  
Note: If you’ve got more the one basic game, you can play with more then 5 players. E.g. two 
tables with 3 players each. You can let a draw decide who gets to sit at which table.  
 
Draw example: 
If you have eight participants take e.g. four green and four red Rifugios, put them in a box 
and let people (with their eyes closed) take turns picking a rifugio out of the box. The ones 
with the same color rifugio will sit at the same table. 
 
 
CLASSIC 
This is like the EASY option, but then with a Helicopter-round added. For this the Helicopter 
extension set is needed. (We call this classic, because the first 24 tournaments organized by 
NRPGames all had this structure.) Here also the one winning most rounds wins the 
tournament and if three players all won one round, they play a final.  
Note: If you’ve got more the one basic game and helicopter set, you can play with more than 
5 players and let a draw decide who gets to sit at which table.  
 
 
1 VS 1 
This is the structure used at the Dutch National Championship and all tournaments 
organized by NRPGames since may 2018. Here we only play 1 against 1. You’ll understand 
that for this structure you’ll quickly need a lot more time or games. 
 
Everyone plays two qualifying games. Where players get 1 point for each game won, ½ a 
point for a tie, or a game not played (when there’s an uneven number of players) and 0 
points for a game lost. This decides who the best players are. If there is a tie, we look at the 
“goal score”. (This is the points a player scored in all games minus the points his/her 
opponents scored in those games.)  
 
Depending on the number of participants the best 2, 4, or 8 players play the finals. Here only 
the winners continue. Again, if there’s a tie, the goal score of both players (up till that 
moment) decides the winner. 
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Score form 

 
 
 
Hourglass: 
Use a timer/hourglass if you like. Give each player e.g. 60 sec. per turn. Decide up front how 
tough you wanna be. If, because of this, a tile is not placed it remains unused at the end of 
the game. 
 
Fair Play 
Play fair always! Don’t visit an opponent’s Rifugio just to help him/her to victory, or get a 
higher goal score. 
 
 
 
PRICE FOR THE WINNER: 
Hopefully each format will already give you lots of fun playing. But why not also get a price 
for the winner? For 9,95 Euro only (ex. Shipping), you can order the Tournament-Kit!  
 

  
 
This is a unique purple colour playset for the winner! Containing all you need to play the 
basic game, Rivers&Rafts or Helicopter with the color purple. Furthermore you’ll get a 
Rifugio Hi-King Card with a purple sticker, with which you can mark the skill you’ve won the 
tournament with.  
If later you’ll join an official tournament organized by NRPGames and win, you’ll also get a 
number to write on the front side of the card and be listed in the Rifugo Hall of Fame!! 
 
To order the Tounament-Kit go to ORDER in the menu of www.nrpgames.com  
 

In the upper left 
corner you can fill 
in the number of 
the round. Next to 
it the names of the 
players. And their 
score below.	


